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Abstract
A theory is presented to analyze the nonlinear stability of a drop of incompressible
viscous ﬂuid with negligible inertia. The theory is developed here on the three-
dimensional version of the relevant free-boundary model for Stokes equations.
Within this context we show that if the free-boundary initiates close to a sphere
r ¼ 1þ el0ðoÞ; jej small; o ¼ ðy;jÞ;
then there exists a global-in-time solution with free boundary




which approaches a sphere exponentially fast as t-N: Moreover, we prove that if
l0ðoÞ is analytic (resp. CN) in o; then the velocity ~uðx; t; eÞ; the pressure pðx; t; eÞ and
the free-boundary l are all jointly analytic (resp. CNÞ in ðx; eÞ: In an earlier paper, we
considered the analogous problem for a two-dimensional drop. Although the three-
dimensional problem proceeds along similar lines, the analysis is more complicated
due to the fact that we work here with spherical harmonics and vector spherical
harmonics.
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1. The problem
Consider an incompressible viscous ﬂuid mass occupying a domain OðtÞ
with boundary @OðtÞ; at time t ð0otoNÞ: Denote the velocity of the ﬂuid
by ~u and its pressure by p; so that the stress tensor is
T ¼ r~u þ ðr~uÞT  pI ;








If inertial forces can be neglected (e.g. small Reynolds number) the
governing equations become
D~u rp ¼ 0 in OðtÞ;
div~u ¼ 0 in OðtÞ: ð1:1Þ
As shown in [2], using (1.1) the last equation is equivalent to the system
Dp ¼ 0 in OðtÞ; ð1:2Þ
div~u ¼ 0 on @OðtÞ: ð1:3Þ
The boundary @OðtÞ is a free boundary driven by surface tension
T~n ¼ sk~n on @OðtÞ; ð1:4Þ
and satisfying the kinematic compatibility condition
Vn ¼ ~u ~n on @OðtÞ: ð1:5Þ
Here Vn is the velocity of the free boundary in the direction of the outward
normal ~n; k is the mean curvature of @OðtÞ (k is positive for a sphere), and
1=s is the capillary number. We consider the evolution of system (1.1)–(1.5)
given an initial shape Oð0Þ: we wish to determine both the domains OðtÞ and
the functions pðx; tÞ;~uðx; tÞ: This system is supplemented with two
constraints:Z
OðtÞ
ð~u 	 ~xÞ dx ¼ M~e3; ð1:6Þ
where M is a given constant and ~e3 ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ; andZ
OðtÞ
~x dx ¼ 0: ð1:7Þ
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The free-boundary problem (1.1)–(1.7) was recently studied in [7,8] and in
[3] (see also [6]). It was proved in these papers that there exists a unique
solution for some time interval 0otoT : In [3,8] it was also proved that if
Oð0Þ is close to the unit ball and has center of mass
at the origin; ð1:8Þ
then there exists a global solution of (1.1)–(1.7), and
Oð0Þ converges to a ball Br ¼ fjxjorg as t-N;
where vol: Br ¼ vol: ðOð0ÞÞ: ð1:9Þ
The methods developed in [3] and in [7,8] are entirely different, although
both methods are based on transforming the free-boundary problem into a
problem in the ﬁxed cylinder B1 	 f0otoNg with, naturally, more
complicated PDEs.
In [7,8] the transformation is done by introducing Lagrangian variables,
whereas in [3] the authors use an unspeciﬁed diffeomorphism fromS
t>0fOðtÞ 	 tg onto
S
t>0fB1 	 ftgg: The solution established by both
methods is smooth in the spatial variable; in [3] it is proved that the
solution is also analytic in a sense that we shall describe later on.
In this paper we develop yet another approach for solving the same free-
boundary problem. This approach is based on ideas developed in our earlier
paper [2] dealing with the two-dimensional problem. We rewrite condition
(1.8) in the form
Oð0Þ ¼ fro1þ el0ðoÞg; jej small; o ¼ ðy;jÞ; ð1:10Þ
where the origin is chosen as the center of mass of Oð0Þ: We prove that there
exists a unique solution of (1.1)–(1.7) with
OðtÞ ¼ fro1þ lðo; t; eÞg;
such that ~uðx; t; eÞ; pðx; t; eÞ and lðo; t; eÞ are analytic in e; furthermore,
if l0ðoÞ is analytic in o then
lðo; t; eÞ is analytic jointly in ðo; eÞ; and
~uðx; t; eÞ; pðx; t; eÞ are analytic jointly in ðx; eÞ:
8><
>: ð1:11Þ
The solution is also smooth in ðx; t; eÞ; and (as in [3,8]) OðtÞ converges to a
ball Br as t-N:
The analyticity result in [3] mentioned above implies, in particular, the
analyticity of the solution l;~u; p in the variable e; however it does not imply
the analyticity of l in ðo; eÞ or of ~u; p in ðx; eÞ; as asserted in (1.11).
Our method resembles that of [3] in that we ﬁrst use a diffeomorphism to
map OðtÞ onto the unit disc B1: However, instead of using just any mapping,
we shall take, as in [2] (see also [1]), a speciﬁc mapping which enables us to
get very precise estimates on derivatives of the solution, with respect to both
e and the spatial variable.
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We proceed to describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we
introduce vector spherical harmonics and recall well-known formulas that
will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we formally expand
solutions of
Dp ¼ F0 in doro1; ð1:12Þ
D~u rp ¼ ~F 1 in doro1 ð1:13Þ
in terms of spherical harmonics and vector spherical harmonics and derive a
system of ODEs for the coefﬁcients of the expansions. In Section 4 we do the
same for the equations
div~u ¼ G0 at ðr;oÞ; ð1:14Þ
Tð~u; pÞ~er ¼ ~G1 at ðr;oÞ; ð1:15Þ
where ~er is the outward normal to the sphere jxj ¼ r:
In Section 5 we reduce the free-boundary problem in OðtÞ to an equivalent
problem in OdðtÞ ¼ OðtÞ-fr > dg; the reason for doing so is to avoid
singularities at the origin that arise as we successively differentiate the
system in r and in o: This reduction is done by introducing a special kind of
boundary conditions at r ¼ d; which we refer to as a ‘‘transparent’’
boundary condition: any solution in OdðtÞ satisfying these boundary
conditions can be continued to a solution into all of OðtÞ: As in the two-
dimensional case [2] the transparency conditions for the coefﬁcients of Y1m
in the spherical harmonics expansion are not independent of each other. In
Section 6 we determine a complete linearly independent set of transparent
boundary conditions for these coefﬁcients.
In Section 7 we introduce the mapping
r0 ¼
ðr  dÞ þ dð1þ l rÞ
1þ l d
ðl ¼ lðo; t; eÞÞ; ð1:16Þ
which transforms the free-boundary problem in fOdðtÞ; 0otoNg into a
problem in the cylindrical shell
fdor0o1; 0otoNg
and we derive the form of Eqs. (1.1)–(1.5) in these new variables; the new
forms of the transparent boundary conditions at r0 ¼ d and of constraints
(1.6) and (1.7) are derived in Section 8. In Section 9 we then formally expand
the solution, in the cylindrical shell, as a power series in e:
~u ¼
X





Substituting these series into the system of PDEs, boundary conditions and
constraints, and equating the coefﬁcients of en; we obtain a system of
equations which we symbolically write in the form
Pð~U n;Pn; lnÞ ¼ ~F n; ð1:18Þ
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the ~F n depend only on Um;Pm; lm for mon: To derive estimates on the
solution we again resort, as in and using the calculations of Sections 3 and 4,
to spherical harmonics expansions, thus reducing the problem to a sequence
of ODE systems. The general solution to such systems is derived in Section
10 which, in turn, leads to a ‘‘fundamental lemma’’ in Section 11 (Lemma
11.4) that provides sharp estimates (in appropriate norms) for the solution
of PDE systems of the form
Pð~U ;P; lÞ ¼ ~F ð1:19Þ
for general ~F : Finally, these estimates are used in Section 12 to inductively
obtain estimates on Un;Pn; ln; from which we deduce the convergence of the
series in (1.17) and the analyticity assertions (1.11).
2. Vector spherical harmonics
We denote the standard orthonormal vectors in Cartesian coordinates
by
ð~e1;~e2;~e3Þ;
and in spherical coordinates by
ð~er;~ey;~ejÞ:
Then
~er ¼ sin y cos j~e1 þ sin y sinj~e2 þ cos y~e3;
~ey ¼ cos y cos j~e1 þ cos y sin j~e2  sin y~e3;
~ej ¼ sin j~e1 þ cos j~e2;
~er 	~ey ¼ ~ej; ~ej 	~er ¼ ~ey; ~ey 	~ej ¼ ~er;
@y~er ¼ ~ey; @j~er ¼ sin y~ej;







Setting o ¼ ðy;jÞ; we introduce the spherical harmonics
YcmðoÞ  YcmðoÞ ¼ Ymc ðyÞ
eimj
ð2pÞ1=2
ðm ¼ c;cþ 1;y; c 1; cÞ;
where























n do ¼ dcc0dmm0 ; ð2:1Þ
where do is the surface element on the unit sphere.













































































Y00 at r ¼ 1: ð2:4Þ
We next introduce the vector spherical harmonics [4]:















½ðl þ 1Þð2l þ 1Þ1=2 sin y
 
; ð2:5Þ
~X lm  ~ey
mYlm
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½lð2l þ 1Þ1=2 sin y
 
: ð2:7Þ
One can easily check that
~V 00 ¼ ~er=ð4pÞ
1=2; ~X 00 ¼  ~W 00 ¼ 0;
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div½F ðrÞ~X cm ¼ 0;







































































D½F ðrÞ~V cm ¼ Lcþ1ðF Þ~V cm; D½F ðrÞ~X cm ¼ LcðF Þ~X cm;
















It is easily seen that
~V c;m ¼ ð1Þ
m½~V cmn; ~X c;m ¼ ð1Þ
mþ1½~X cmn;
~W c;m ¼ ð1Þ
m½ ~W cmn:
For any two vector spherical harmonics ~Z1; ~Z2Z
jxj¼1
~Z1  ~Zn2 do ¼
0 if ~Z1a~Z2;
1 if ~Z1 ¼ ~Z2:
(
We ﬁnally mention the fact that any L2 vector ~vðoÞ deﬁned on the unit
sphere has a unique L2 series expansion in terms of vector spherical
harmonics; see [5, p. 305].









F 2cmðrÞ~X cmðoÞ þ
X
F 3cmðrÞ ~W cmðoÞ ð3:2Þ
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Taking the divergence and using (2.14) we conclude that
DðpcmYcmÞ ¼ ðLcpcmÞYcm:
Hence (2.12) reduces to solving
Lcpcm ¼ F0cm: ð3:6Þ
Next, from (2.16) and (3.5) we immediately see that (1.13) is equivalent to
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The proof will use the following result:
Lemma 4.2. The following identities hold:
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. By (2.5) and (2.11),








































we have, for any vector ~Z ;
r~er  ~Z ¼
1
r
ð~Z  ð~Z ~erÞ~erÞ:
Hence, by (2.5),











Substituting this into (4.10) and using also (2.12), assertion (4.7)
ollows.
The proofs of (4.8) and (4.9) are similar. The simple form of (4.8) is due to
the fact that ~X cm ~er ¼ 0: &
Proof of Lemma 4.1. One can verify by direct calculation that, for any two
vectors ~U ; ~Z ;
ðr~ZÞT ~U ¼ ðr~ZÞ~U  ~U 	 ðr 	 ~ZÞ:
Setting
ucm ¼ acm ~V cm þ bcm ~X cm þ gcm ~W cm ð4:11Þ
and taking U ¼ ~er; Z ¼ ucm in the above identity, we get
ðr~ucm þ ðr~ucmÞ
T Þ ~er ¼ 2ðr~ucmÞ ~er ~er 	 ðr 	~ucmÞ
~I cm þ ~J cm: ð4:12Þ
Using the relation
rðf ~ZÞ ~er ¼ f ðrZÞ ~er þ ðZ ~erÞrf
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we ﬁnd that
~I cm ¼ 2
dacm
dr
ð~er  ~V cmÞ~er þ 2
dbcm
dr
ð~er  ~X cmÞ~er þ 2
dgcm
dr
ð~er  ~W cmÞ~er
 	
þ ½2acmr~V cm ~er þ 2bcmr~X cm ~er þ 2gcmr ~W cm ~er
~I cm1 þ ~I cm2:
Using the relation
r	 ðfZÞ ¼ rf 	 Z þ fr	 Z
and (2.13), we get




































þ facm~er 	 ðr 	 ~V cmÞ
 bcm~er 	 ðr 	 ~X cmÞ  gcm~er 	 ðr 	 ~W cmÞg
 ~J cm1 þ ~J cm2:
We can now represent ~I cm and ~J cm in terms of vector spherical harmonics by
applying (2.5)–(2.7) and (2.12) to ~I cm1; Lemma 4.2 to ~I cm2; (2.13) to ~J cm1;
and (2.15), followed by (2.13), to ~J cm2: We ﬁnd (after computing also
pcmYcm~er by (2.12)) that the cm-components of Tðu; pÞ~er are given by the
left-hand sides of (4.4)–(4.6).
5. Reduction to XdðtÞ
We shall reduce the problem in OðtÞ to an equivalent problem in
OdðtÞ ¼ OðtÞ-fr > dg;
where 0odo1: We do this by imposing ‘‘transparent’’ boundary conditions
on ~u and p at r ¼ dþ 0: These conditions are devised to ensure that any
solution of (1.1), (1.2) in OdðtÞ satisfying these conditions can be uniquely
extended into a solution in all of OðtÞ:
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Lemma 5.1. Suppose ~u1; p1 is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) in OdðtÞ and ~u2; p2 is a
solution of (1.1), (1.2) in frodg: If






at r ¼ d ð5:2Þ
and










form a solution of (1.1), (1.2) in OðtÞ:
Proof. By assumption ~u is continuous across r ¼ d and p is continuously
differentiable across r ¼ d: It is easily seen using (4.4)–(4.6) that (5.3) implies
that @~u=@r is continuous across r ¼ d: Hence ~u; p form a solution of (1.1),
(1.2) off r ¼ d which is continuously differentiable across r ¼ d: Using the
differential equations from each side of r ¼ d; we deduce that ~u; p are twice
continuously differentiable across r ¼ d: &
The transparency conditions will be derived on the basis of (5.1)–(5.3).







a0cm ~V cm þ
X









cm satisfy (3.6)–(3.9) with zero right-hand sides.





































































g0cm at r ¼ d 0: ð5:5Þ
Consider now a solution ~u; of (1.1), (1.2) in Od and extend it into frpdg
as a solution of (1.1), (1.2) with boundary conditions
~u ¼ ~u0; p ¼ p0 at r ¼ d: ð5:6Þ






at r ¼ d; ð5:7Þ
Tð~u; pÞ~er ¼ Tð~u0; p0Þ~er at r ¼ d ð5:8Þ






pcm at r ¼ dþ 0 ð5:9Þ
then (5.7) is satisﬁed. In order to satisfy (5.8) we compute the components of
Tð~u; pÞ~er and Tð~u0; p0Þ~er by the left-hand sides of (4.4)–(4.6) and use both

































































pcm ¼ 0: ð5:12Þ
We summarize:
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Lemma 5.2. If ~u; p is a solution of (1.1), (1.2) in OdðtÞ satisfying the boundary
conditions (5.9)–(5.12), then ~u; p can be continued (uniquely) into a solution of
(1.1), (1.2) in OðtÞ:
6. Redundancy
In this section we prove that for c ¼ 1 the transparency conditions (5.11),
(5.12) are redundant. This fact is of crucial importance for the subsequent
resolution of the free-boundary problem.
We begin by using (2.9) to compute




















and using (2.10) to compute
~w4  ð1;i; 0Þ ¼ ð8pÞ
1=2 ~W 11;
~w5  ð1;i; 0Þ ¼ ð8pÞ
1=2 ~W 1;1;
~w6  ð0; 0; 1Þ ¼ ð4pÞ
1=2 ~W 10: ð6:2Þ
Lemma 6.1. There holdsZ
@OðtÞ
Tð~u; pÞ~n  ~wj dS ¼ 0 ð1pjp6Þ: ð6:3Þ
Proof1. Set S ¼ @OðtÞ and consider the surfaces SjðeÞ obtained from S by
taking S þ e~wj : Since ~wj ð1pjp3Þ is a rotation and wj ð4pjp6Þ is a
















Tð~u; pÞ~n  ~wj dS by ð1:4Þ:
and, since s is constant, (6.3) follows. &
1 . We are indebted to Robert Gulliver for suggesting this short proof.
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Tð~u; pÞ~n ~v dS;
where ~n is the outward normal to @OdðtÞ: For ~v ¼ ~wj the left-hand side
vanishes and we obtainZ
OdðtÞ
rðdiv~uÞ  ~wj dx ¼
Z
@OdðtÞ
Tð~u; pÞ~n  ~wj dS
for any solution ~u; p of (1.1), (1.2). Integrating by parts on the left-hand side
and using (1.3) and Lemma 6.1, we obtainZ
r¼d
ðdiv~uÞ~n  ~wj ¼
Z
r¼d




Acm ~V cm þ
X






where the coefﬁcients are computed as in Section 4. Recalling (6.1),






Tð~u; pÞ~n  ~wj ¼
B1;1 if j ¼ 1;
B11 if j ¼ 2;













C1;1 if j ¼ 4;ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8p
p
C11 if j ¼ 5;ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8p
p
C10 if j ¼ 6:
8>><
>: ð6:7Þ
Since ~er  ~wj ¼ 0 on r ¼ d; for j ¼ 1; 2; 3; comparing (6.6) with (6.4) we
conclude that
B1m ¼ 0 for m ¼71; 0: ð6:8Þ
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On the other hand, computing ~n  ~wj for j ¼ 4; 5; 6 ð~n ¼ ðx1; x2; x3Þ=d at





















G10 if j ¼ 6:
8>>>>><
>>>>>:




p G1m ðm ¼71; 0Þ: ð6:9Þ
We shall now express relations (6.8), (6.9) in terms of the coefﬁcients
a1m; b1m; g1m; p1m: Since B1m is precisely the expression G
2
1m as given in (4.5),






b1m ¼ 0 at r ¼ d; ð6:10Þ
which is the transparent condition (5.11) for c ¼ 1:


















































































which, by (6.11), is indeed valid. This means that Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12),
for c ¼ 1 and any m; are linearly dependent. Recalling also (6.10) we
conclude:
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Lemma 6.2. For c ¼ 1 the boundary conditions (5.11), (5.12) are redundant;
that is, a solution ~u; p of (1.1)–(1.4) in OdðtÞ satisfies (5.11) for c ¼ 1; and if it
satisfies (5.10) for c ¼ 1 then it also satisfies (5.12) for c ¼ 1:
7. Reduction to fdoro1g
The solution of (1.1)–(1.10) in case e ¼ 0 is given by






We shall henceforth consider the free-boundary problem in OdðtÞ; and




ðr  dÞ þ dð1þ l rÞ
1þ l d
; l ¼ lðo; tÞ: ð7:2Þ
In this section and the next one we shall transform system (1.1)–(1.10) into a
system for the functions
p˜ðr0;o; tÞ ¼ pðr;o; tÞ  s;
*~uðr0;o; tÞ ¼~uðr;o; tÞ ~u0ðr;oÞ ð7:3Þ
and lðo; tÞ:
For any function qðr;o; tÞ; if we deﬁne
q0ðr0;o; tÞ ¼ qðr;o; tÞ; o ¼ ðo1;o2Þ  ðy;jÞ;
then using (7.2) and the relation























































































To simplify the notation we shall henceforth drop the prime ‘‘0’’ in the
independent variable r0 and further set
Pðr;o; tÞ ¼ p˜ðr;o; tÞ; ~U ðr;o; tÞ ¼ *~uðr;o; tÞ ðdoro1Þ: ð7:4Þ
Then, Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) in OdðtÞ become
DP ¼ F 0 in doro1; ð7:5Þ
D~U rP ¼ ~F 1 in doro1; ð7:6Þ














































F0 is given by


































































ðj ¼ 1; 2Þ ð7:9Þ
and


















































Remark 7.1. The expression in braces in F 0ðPÞ looks like it may produce a
singularity at y ¼ 0: Let us show why this is not so. We ﬁrst note that
@
@y















































pCjjrv  rwjjHs :
This observation takes care of all the terms except those that involve





















and since the expression in brackets is equal to Do logð1þ l dÞ; we






























A similar remark applies to ~F 1:







ðr2 sin yð~u  erÞÞ þ
@
@y






by the change of variables (7.2) and our agreement to subsequently drop the
prime ‘‘0’’ in the variable r0; the boundary condition (1.3) becomes















































Remark 7.2. The expression for G1 looks like it may produce a singularity at











and suppose that ~U ¼
P













from which we can deduce that
jjI jjHspCjjU jjHsþ1 :
Similarly one can estimate the remaining terms in G1: The same remark
applies also to all the subsequent functions Gj :
We next consider (1.4) and introduce the vector
~gðo; tÞ ¼ ½1þ lðo; tÞ~er:






~gy ¼ ly~er þ ð1þ lÞ~ey; ~gj ¼ lj~er þ ð1þ lÞ~ej sin y;
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so that
~gy 	~gj ¼ ð1þ lÞ
2 sin y~er  ð1þ lÞly sin y~ey  ð1þ lÞlj~ej:
Setting

















By [1, Theorem 8.1] if jjljjC2pe; e small, then
k ¼ 1 ðlþ 1
2
DolÞ þ *l; jj*ljjC1pconst:ðjjljjC2 Þ2:
Using also (7.14), (7.2) and the fact that
r~u0 þ ðr~u0Þ
T ¼ 0;
we can write (1.4) in the form
½r~U þ ðr~U ÞT  PI ~er  sðlþ 12 DolÞ~er ¼
~G2 at r ¼ 1; ð7:15Þ
where
~G2 ¼ ðG2;G3;G4ÞT ¼ ðB1 þ BT1  PIÞð~er ~nÞ þ ðB2 þ B
T
2 Þ~er
































































at r ¼ 1: Note that the terms with the Bi; in ~G2; are linear combination of
products of column vectors, say ~a~b~c: By such a product we mean
ð~a#~bÞ~c; where ~a#~b is the matrix ~a~bT
with components aibj : We can compute the terms corresponding to B1 þ BT1
and to B2 þ BT2 without ambiguity using the formula
½~a#~b þ ð~a#~bÞT ~c ¼ ð~b ~cÞ~a þ ð~a ~cÞ~b:
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Using (7.14) we ﬁnd that
lt  ð~u0 þ ~U Þ ~er þ
ly
1þ l
ð~u0 þ ~U Þ ~ey þ
lj
ð1þ lÞsin y
ð~u0 þ ~U Þ ~ej ¼ 0
at r ¼ 1: Since
~u0 ~er ¼ ~u0 ~ey ¼ 0 and ~u0 ~ej ¼ m0 sin y at r ¼ 1;
we conclude that
lt þ m0lj  ~U ~er ¼ G














8. Reduction to fdoro1g (continued)





~U ðr;o; tÞ ¼
X
acmðr; tÞ~V cm þ
X
bcmðr; tÞ~X cm þ
X
gcmðr; tÞ ~W cm:
ð8:2Þ
















































ðbefore dropping the prime ‘‘0’’Þ;













Ycm  G6 at r ¼ d;
ð8:3Þ















































































































We next consider constraint (1.6) and wish to transform it into a







































Lemma 8.1. For any functions aðrÞ; bðrÞ; gðrÞ;Z
fro1g
aðrÞð~V cm 	 ~xÞ dx ¼
Z
fro1g
gðrÞð ~W cm 	 ~xÞ dx ¼ 0; ð8:9Þ
Z
fro1g
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Proof. We have, for any function *aðrÞ;Z
fr¼1g







*aðrÞ~X cm ~ej þ
Z
fro1g
xj divð*a~X cmÞ: ð8:11Þ
By (2.6), ~X cm ~er ¼ 0 and, by (2.14), divða~X cmÞ ¼ 0: HenceZ
fro1g
a~X cm ~ej ¼ 0 8j; i:e:;
Z
fro1g
a~X cm ¼ 0:
Since, by (2.13),Z
fro1g









the left-hand side of (8.9) is equal to zero. Similarly one shows that the
middle term in (8.9) is equal to zero.
To prove (8.10) we use (2.13) to writeZ
fro1g















rbðrÞ ~W cm ð8:12Þ
and proceed to compute the right-hand side. By the divergence theorem, for
any function *bðrÞ;Z
fr¼1g







*b~V cm ~ej þ
Z
fro1g
xj divð *b~V cmÞ:
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the last equality follows from (2.3), the orthogonality of the spherical


























*b ~W cm ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3









Substituting (8.13) and (8.14) with *bðrÞ ¼ rbðrÞ into (8.12), equality (8.10)
follows. &
Constraints (1.6) can be written in the formZ
Od
ð~u ~u0Þ 	 ~x dx þ
Z
frodg




ð~u0 	 ~xÞ dx ¼ 0: ð8:15Þ
By Lemma 8.1 with r scaled by d;Z
frodg











where b01m is the coefﬁcient of ~X 1m in the expansion of ~u in frodg: As in the
derivation of (5.4), b01m ¼ Bmr (Bm constant in r) and thereforeZ d
0



















constant, and since r0 ¼ d when r ¼ d; we have
b1mðd; tÞ ¼ b
0
1mðd; tÞ  b
n
1md;
where b1mðr; tÞ is the coefﬁcient of ~X 1m in expansion (8.2) of ~U ðr;o; tÞ:
Consequently,Z
frodg
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and the second term on the right-hand side is equal toZ
frodg













b1mðd; tÞbjm~ej : ð8:16Þ
Observe next that








so that, by (2.4), (2.1),Z
fr¼1g



































ð10þ 10lþ 5l2 þ l3Þ;
we haveZ
f1oro1þdg








2ð10þ 10lþ 5l2 þ l3Þ do: ð8:19Þ
By the change of variables (7.2),









ð~u ~u0Þ 	 ~x dx ¼
Z
fdoro1g











Finally, by (8.2) and the proof of Lemma 8.1Z
fdoro1g
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If we substitute (8.16), (8.18) and (8.21) into (8.15) and use (8.22), we







































¼ ~H 1; ð8:23Þ
where

























In view of (2.3), constraint (1.7) is equivalent toZ
fro1þlg
Y1mr











l2ð6þ 4lþ l2ÞY1;m do  H2m: ð8:25Þ
9. The ODE system
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substitute this into the system for P; ~U ; l and equate the coefﬁcients of en for
n ¼ 1; 2;y : For later reference we write the differential equations for
Pn; ~U n in the form
DPn ¼ F0n ; doro1; ð9:3Þ
D~U n rPn ¼ ~F 1n; doro1; ð9:4Þ
the boundary conditions at r ¼ 1 in the form
div ~U n ¼ G1n ; r ¼ 1; ð9:5Þ
½r~U n þ ðr~U nÞ
T  PnI ~er  sðlþ 12DolÞ~er ¼




 ~U n ~er ¼ G5n ; r ¼ 1; ð9:7Þ
and the expansions of the right-hand sides in the form
F 0n ¼
X
F 0ncmðr; tÞYcm; ð9:8Þ
~F 1n ¼
X
ðF 1ncmðr; tÞ~V cm þ F
2
ncmðr; tÞ~X cm þ F
3





ncmðtÞYcm ðj ¼ 1; 5Þ; ð9:10Þ
~G2n ¼
X
ðG2ncmðtÞ~V cm þ G
3
ncmðtÞ~X cm þ G
4
ncmðtÞ ~W cmÞ: ð9:11Þ
Then (9.3) becomes (see (3.6))
LcPncm ¼ F0ncm; doro1; ð9:12Þ































¼ F3ncm; doro1; ð9:15Þ



















¼ G1ncm; r ¼ 1; ð9:16Þ
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¼ G2ncm; r ¼ 1; ð9:17Þ
@bncm
@r
 bncm ¼ G
3


































¼ G4ncm; r ¼ 1: ð9:19Þ
By (2.5)–(2.7), (9.7) takes the form











¼ G5ncm; r ¼ 1: ð9:20Þ








































































Pncm ¼ G9ncm; r ¼ d; ca1; ð9:24Þ
where the exclusion of c ¼ 1 in (9.23), (9.24) comes from Lemma 6.2; here
the G
j
ncm are the coefﬁcients of Ycm in expanding G
j
n as in (9.10).
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¼ ~H 1n; ð9:25Þ
ln1m ¼ H2nm: ð9:26Þ




the lncm satisfy the initial conditions
l1cmðo; 0Þ ¼ l
0
cm; lncmðo; 0Þ ¼ 0 if nX2: ð9:28Þ





~H 1nm; and ~H
2
nm
will be examined carefully in Section 12, but for now we just observe
that these functions depend only on the Pk; ~U k; lk for kon: This is
due to the quadratic form of the inhomogeneous functions F j ;Gj ; ~H 1 and
~H 2m:
In Section 10 we solve the system (9.12)–(9.28) for any n and in Section 11
we derive estimates in terms of the inhomogeneous terms. Finally, in Section
12 we use these estimates and the structure of the inhomogeneous terms in
order to derive, by induction in n; estimates on Pn; ~U n; ln which ensure the
convergence of series (9.1).
10. Solution of the ODE system
Consider a general ODE system of the form (9.12)–(9.28)

































at r ¼ 1:



















































































































































































Pcm ¼ G9cm; ca1; ð10:13Þ








































¼ ~H 1 
X
j
H1j ~ej ; ð10:14Þ
l1m ¼ H2m; ð10:15Þ
and the initial condition
lcmðo; 0Þ ¼ l
0
cmðoÞ: ð10:16Þ
The general solution of (10.1)–(10.4) is
Pcm ¼ P1rc þ P2rc1 þ H0;










c þ B2rc1 þ H2;
gcm ¼ C1r
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ðscþ1r2cþ1  scþ1d2cþ1ÞF0cm ds: ð10:21Þ
Substituting (10.17) into the boundary conditions, we get the following






















P1 ¼ K1; ð10:22Þ
2c2 þ 3cþ 2
2cþ 1





























L ¼ K2; ð10:23Þ




ð2cþ 3ÞA1 þ 2ðc 1ÞC1 



























L ¼ K4; ð10:25Þ
ð2cþ 1ÞP2 ¼ K5; ð10:26Þ













6c2 þ 9cþ 2
2ð2cþ 1Þ
P2 ¼ K6; ð10:27Þ












2c2 þ 9cþ 3
2ð2cþ 1Þ
































For c ¼ 1 we have, instead of (10.28), (10.29) constraints (10.14), (10.15)
for determining B1 in terms of B2 (B1 does not appear in (10.22)–(10.30)),





















ðjK3j þ jK7jÞ; ð10:31Þ
where c is a positive constant independent of c:








ðjK5j þ jK6j þ jK8jÞ: ð10:32Þ
Finally, we use (10.22), (10.23) and (10.25) to solve for A1;P1;C1 in terms of
L: From (10.22) we get
A1 ¼
cP1




Oð1ÞðjK1j þ jK5j þ jK6j þ jK8jÞ:










þ Oð1ÞðjK2j þ jK5j þ jK6j þ jK8jÞ ð10:33Þ















Oð1ÞðjK1j þ jK2j þ jK5j
þ jK6j þ jK8jÞ; ð10:34Þ
here both terms Oð1cÞ are positive for all cX2:























Oð1ÞðjK1j þ jK2j þ jK5j
þ jK6j þ jK8jÞ; ð10:35Þ
where Oð1cÞ is positive. Finally, substituting (10.34), (10.35) and
(10.31),(10.32) into (10.30), we ﬁnd that










In case c ¼ 0; ~X 00 ¼ ~W 00 ¼ 0 so that b00 ¼ g00 ¼ 0 and the equations for
the components of ~X 00; ~W 00 should be dropped. From the remaining
equations we ﬁnd that






H1 ðr ¼ 1Þ; ð10:37Þ
2A1  4A2 þ P1 þ P2 þ sL ¼ G200  2
@H1
@r
 H0 ðr ¼ 1Þ; ð10:38Þ
P2d
2 ¼ G600 
@H0
@r













H1 ðr ¼ dÞ; ð10:40Þ
Lt þ A1 þ A2  12 P2 ¼ G
5
00  H1: ð10:41Þ
From (10.39), (10.37), (10.40) we solve for P2;A1 and A2; and then solve
from (10.41) for L; and from (10.38) for P1:
Consider ﬁnally the case c ¼ 1: In this case B2 is determined by (10.24), B1
is determined by constraint (10.14) (since all the ljm which occur in (10.14)
have already been determined), and L is determined by constraint (10.15).
We can then use Eqs. (10.30) and (10.22), (10.23), (10.25)–(10.27) to solve
for the remaining unknowns.
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½AcmðrÞ~V cm þ BcmðrÞ~X cm þ CcmðrÞ ~W cm
deﬁned in B:
































where MEN means c1pM=Npc2 with c1; c2 positive constants independent
of F ; ~F :
Proof. Inequality (11.1) was established in Lemma 8.2 of [1]. The proof
depends on the formula
DðFcmYcmÞ ¼ ðLcFcmÞYcm
and on the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics. Using the similar
formulas in (2.16) and the orthogonality of vector spherical harmonics, the
proof of Lemma 8.2 in [1] extends with just minor changes to vectors ~F ; thus
establishing inequality (11.2). &






½acm ~V cm þ bcm ~X cm þ gcm ~W cm
deﬁned on the unit sphere
S2  fr ¼ 1g:
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Proof. Let F be the solution of
DF ¼ 0 in fro1g; F ¼ f on fr ¼ 1g:





By the trace theorem and by elliptic estimates
jjF jjHnþ1ðBÞEjjf jjHsðS2Þ:
On the other hand the right-hand sides of (11.1) and (11.3) are each
bounded by a constant times the other. Hence (11.3) follows from (11.1).
The proof of (11.4) is similar, using (2.16) to write down an explicit
solution ~F of
D~F ¼ 0 in fro1g; ~F ¼ ~f on fr ¼ 1g: &
Consider functions of the form
F ðr;o; tÞ ¼
X
fcmðr; tÞYcm;
~F ðr;o; tÞ ¼
X
½Acmðr; tÞ~V cm þ Bcmðr; tÞ~X cm þ Ccmðr; tÞ ~W cm














e2atjjDkt ~F ð; tÞjj
2
HskðBÞ dt;
where s is an integer X0 and
0oaos:
Similarly we consider functions
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f ðo; tÞ ¼
X
fcmðtÞYcm;
~f ðo; tÞ ¼
X
acmðtÞ~V cm þ bcmðtÞ~X cm þ gcmðtÞ ~W cm
h i














e2atjjDkt ~f ð; tÞjj
2
HskðS2Þ dt;
where s ¼ nþ 1
2
; n an integer X0:









and similarly deﬁne norm jj~f jj for vectors ~f ðtÞ:















where M0 is a constant independent of F ;G; f ; g:
The proof is similar to the proof given in [1, Appendix A] for somewhat
different norms.






½F1cm ~V cm þ F
2
cm





cmYcm at r ¼ 1 for j ¼ 1; 5 and at r ¼ d for j ¼ 6;
~G2 ¼
X
½G2cm ~V cm þ G
3
cm
~X cm þ G4cm ~W cm ðr ¼ 1Þ;
G3 ¼
X
½G7cm ~V cm þ G
8
cm













for the initial values of the free boundary, and












L ¼ LN; P ¼ PN; ~U ¼
X
b1m ~X 1m at t ¼N;
where LN;PN are constants; the expression for ~U represents a rotation (see
(6.1)). We need to determine what is the corresponding form at t ¼N of the
inhomogeneous terms in (10.1)–(10.10). From (7.8) to (7.10) we easily
deduce that
F 0 ¼ 0; ~F 1 ¼
X
F2;N1m
~X 1m at t ¼N:
Using (2.9) we have
@
@y
ðsin yð~U ~ejÞÞ þ
@
@j
ð~U ~ejÞ ¼ 0:
Since also ~U ~er ¼ 0 (by (2.6)), we conclude from (7.12) that
G1 ¼ 0 at t ¼N:
Next we compute ~G2  ðG2;G3;G4Þ at t ¼N: From (7.16) and the
observation that ~n ¼ ~er at t ¼N we see that ~G2 at t ¼N consists of
ðB2 þ BT2 Þ~er  s*l~er;
and ~er is a multiple of ~V 00: B2 is given by (7.18), and we ﬁrst consider the
term ½ð@ ~U@r ~erÞ þ ð
@ ~U
@r ~erÞ






























































~ej ðsince ~U ~er ¼ 0Þ
¼ ð~U ~eyÞ~ey  ð~U ~ejÞ~ej ¼ ~U :
We conclude that







~V 00 at t ¼N:
Next, by (7.2), (7.3)





~X 1m at t ¼N:
Finally, by (8.24), (8.25)
~H 1-~H 1;N; ~H 2m-0 as t-N:
The above discussion leads us to introduce the following norms:
jjF jj ¼ jjF0jj3;B þ jj~F














































F ¼ jjF jj þ jjGjj þ jjH jj þ jjL0jjH6ðS2Þ:
We state a fundamental lemma that will be used later on to prove
convergence of the series in (9.1); the notation ~U ;P in this section should
not be confused with the notation ~U ;P in (9.1).























where LN;PN are constants, and




the constant C is independent of the data.
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Proof. The proof is somewhat similar to the proof of the corresponding
result for the two-dimensional case in [2]. We shall therefore be brief,
emphasizing only the points where signiﬁcant differences occur. We ﬁrst
mention the fact [2, Lemma 7.1] that if
’BðtÞ þ ðK þ iMÞBðtÞ ¼ F ðtÞ; Bð0Þ ¼ B0; ð11:8Þ










For modes ðc;mÞ with c > 1 we have obtained estimates (10.31)–(10.36).
Note that the L in (10.36) designates the general coefﬁcient Lcm that appears






in terms of the Ki: Similarly, by differentiating system (10.22)–(10.30) j times






in terms of D
j
tKi; we use here an equation for D
j
tL similar to (10.32). The Ki
are actually Ki;cm; i.e., they depend on the mode ðc;mÞ: One can express the
Ki in terms of the G
n
cm and the Hj (which appear in (10.18)–(10.21)), and thus
in terms of the Gncm and the F
n
cm: (In the case c ¼ 0 we have done this
explicitly in (10.37)–(10.41).) From these formulas we can then estimate the
Ki and their derivatives D
j




cm and their derivatives










where L01 is the sum of the terms in L of mode ð1;mÞ and (0,0). Since this
derivation is very similar to what we have done in the proof of Lemma 6.1 in
[2], we shall omit further details. We can further estimate, as in [2], P 
P01; ~U  ~U 0;1 in the form
jjP  P01jj5;B þ jj~U  ~U
0;1jj6;BpCF; ð11:13Þ
where P01; ~U 0;1 designate the sums of the terms in P; ~U of modes
ð0; 0Þ; ð1;mÞ:
Remark 11.1. There is one subtle point in the derivation of (11.13) that
needs to be explained. When we estimateZ 1
d
g2cmr dr
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we need to ensure the correct bound in terms of the power of c: To do that
we write gcm (see (10.17)) in the form
gcm ¼ C





































ðrcþ1  rc1Þr2 dr
 
and the last integral is Oð1=c3Þ; the term with P21 has the same bound as the
term ðC1Þ2=c; and this fact allows us to proceed as in [2].
Consider next the terms of mode (0,0). They are determined from system
(10.37)–(10.41). Note that the assumption jjF jjoN implies that,
F000-0;F
1
00-0 as t-N so that also H0-0;H1-0 as t-N (the Hj are
deﬁned in (10.18)–(10.21)). It follows that the right-hand sides of (10.34),
(10.39)–(10.41) converge to zero as t-N; whereas the right-hand sides of
(10.38) and (10.37) converge to a constant, not necessarily zero. Hence
P2-0; A2-0; A1-0




As in [2, following (7.7)] we can then prove that the zero mode L0;P0; ~U 0
of L;P; ~U satisfy the estimates








þ jjP0  PNjj5;B þ jj~U
0jj6;BpCF: ð11:14Þ
Consider ﬁnally the modes ð1;mÞ: As shown at the end of Section 10, the
system of equations for the coefﬁcients of these modes has a unique












Note that the initial condition for the l1m are automatically satisﬁed since
they are consistent with the constraints at t ¼ 0: We also note that as we
solve for b1m; from (10.14), we are led to the conclusion that b
N
1mðrÞ ¼
limt-N b1mðr; tÞ exists, but it is not necessarily zero. As in [2] we can then





In order to estimate P1m; a1m and g1m we ﬁrst want to show that
P1m-0; a1m-0; g1m-0 as t-N: ð11:17Þ






where the Hj are as in (10.18)–(10.21) and the Kj are as in (10.22)–(10.30) for
mode ð1;mÞ: By assumption, Fj1m-0 if ja2 so that H
N











so that HN2 does not enter into the K
N







t-N; we see that
KNj ¼ 0 if j ¼ 1; 2; 4:
Next
KN5 ¼ limt-N




Finally, since G51m-0 as t-N; K
N
9 ¼ 0: Recalling also (11.15) we
conclude that the six coefﬁcients P1;P2;A1;A2;C1;C2 satisfy, at t ¼N; a
homogeneous system of six linear equations, (10.22), (10.23), (10.25)–
(10.27), (10.30). Since the coefﬁcients matrix is non-singular, these
coefﬁcients must all vanish. This completes the proof of (11.17) and, as a
consequence (cf. [2]), we obtain the estimate
jja1mjj6;B þ jjg1mjj6;B þ jjP1mjj5;BpCF: ð11:18Þ
Combining estimates (11.12)–(11.16) and (11.18), inequality (11.6)
follows. The above proof also shows that inequality (11.7) holds. &
12. Convergence
Lemma 12.1. If l0AH6ðS2Þ then system (9.12)–(9.28) has a unique solution












þ jjPn  PNn jj5;B
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n1m are constants, and C0;H are positive constants
independent of n:
Proof. This lemma is analogous to Lemma 8.2 in [2] and, using Lemmas
11.4 and 11.1–11.3, the proof is also similar. We shall therefore be brief on
details. We assume inductively that (12.1), (12.2) are true for kon and
proceed to prove these inequalities for n: To this end we need to estimate the
right-hand sides of (9.12)–(9.26). The right-hand sides depend only on
fakcm;bkcm; gkcm;Pkcm; lkcmgkon and are at most quadratic in these
arguments. We begin with the F0ncm: These are the coefﬁcients of e
nYcm in
the expansion of F0 in (7.8), after both P and l have been expanded into









where C is a constant independent of H; n:
In order to prove (12.3) we compare F0 (in (7.8)) to F 1 in [2, (4.6)], which
is the analogous function for the two-dimensional problem. The ﬁrst three
terms in F 0 coincide with those terms of F1 which do not involve ly; lyy
(provided the two-dimensional Laplacian is replaced by the three-dimen-
sional Laplacian). These terms can be estimated in the same way as in [2].
The remaining terms in F0 involve ly; lyy; lj; ljj and, if we combine them
judiciously, as explained in Remark 7.1, they become expressions analogous
to those which appear in F1 and which involve ly; lyy: These terms can
again be estimated in the same way as in the two-dimensional case. Since,
further, the PNk are constants and thus all their derivatives are zero, we
conclude, as in the two-dimensional case, that F0n vanishes at t ¼N and
(12.3) is valid.



















Indeed the only new point that needs to be veriﬁed is that






F2;Nn1m ðrÞ~X 1m; ð12:6Þ
and this can be done as in the discussion in Section 11, preceding Lemma
11.4, which led us to the deﬁnition of the norm jjF jj: Indeed, recall that ~F 1 is
deﬁned in (7.10). Since lNk and P
N
k are constants, the coefﬁcients of e
n in ~F 1
coincide at t ¼N with those of F0ð~U Þ: Next we examine the coefﬁcients of
en in ~F 0ð~U Þ: From (7.8) we see, by the same argument as before, that at
t ¼N the coefﬁcients coming from A1ð~U Þ and A2ð~U Þ are zero. As for the
remaining terms, using the assumption that
lk-l
N
















½ð1þ l dÞr  dl2
 	
Do ~U ;
whereas Do ~X 1m ¼ 2~X 1m; we easily conclude that (12.6) is indeed valid
with some coefﬁcients F 2;Nn1m ðrÞ:
Similarly, we can proceed to estimate the inhomogeneous terms in the
boundary conditions (recall Remark 7.2) and in the constraints. Applying
Lemma 11.4 we then deduce that inequality (12.1), (12.2) hold provided we
choose H large enough. &
From Lemma 12.1 we obtain:
Lemma 12.2. If l0AH6ðS2Þ and jejpe0 where e0 is positive and sufficiently
small then there exists a unique solution l;P; ~U of the reduced problem in









þ jjP  PNe jj5;B






























and series (9.1), (12.8) are uniformly convergent for dpjxjp1; jejpe0:
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We can now reverse mapping (7.2) and then extend the solution into
frpdg exactly as in the two-dimensional case [2], and thus obtain the
following result:
Theorem 12.3. If l0AH6ðS2Þ and e0 is positive and sufficiently small then the
free-boundary problem (1.1)–(1.7), (1.10) has a unique global solution for any
jejpe0; with free boundary
r ¼ 1þ lðo; t; eÞ ðo ¼ ðy;jÞÞ;











lNe is a convergent series as in (12.8). Furthermore,
pðr;o; t; eÞ-s; ~uðr;o; t; eÞ-merðx2;x1; 0Þ
T ð12:10Þ












UN1mðr; eÞ~X 1m  ~u
N;
where
UN1mðr; eÞ ¼ B1mr:






















where the bjm are given by (8.8). It follows that U
N



















On the other hand, by (2.9)













T  meðx2;x1; 0Þ
T ;
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where me ¼ B10ið
3
8pÞ


















which yields assertion (12.11).
Remark 12.1. If l0AH6þmðS2Þ; then we may differentiate system (9.12)–
(9.26) m times in o and, using Lemma 11.4, obtain additional regularity of
the solution. In particular, if l0ACNðS2Þ then lðo; t; eÞ is in CN in ðo; eÞ:










one can show that lðo; t; eÞ is CN in ðo; t; eÞ: Finally, if l0ðoÞ is analytic
in o; then we can estimate successively the derivatives Dko of ln 





bNn1m ~X 1m in the same norms as in Lemma
12.1 and thus deduce (as in the case of two dimensions [2]) that lðo; t; eÞ is
analytic in ðo; eÞ and pðx; t; eÞ;~uðx; t; eÞ are jointly analytic in ðx; eÞ for
xAOðtÞ; jejpe0:
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